Resource sharing takes many forms. Grants, fellowships, residencies and donations impact how the Lloyd grows and what we can offer. When our partners share with us, we can share with you expanded collections, programs and more.

Lloyd Library Awarded Preservation Grant

The State Library of Ohio awarded the Lloyd Library a Library Services and Technology grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services. This grant will help preserve six rare photo albums created by co-founder Curtis Gates Lloyd at the turn of the 20th century, including images of Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky (photograph of Eden Park pictured). With this preservation grant, we're able to make these unique albums available to researchers and visitors.

Special thanks to our friends at The Civic Garden Center of Greater Cincinnati for their recent donation of 50 books on a variety of plant-related topics. This donation fits right in with our focus and enhances our collections. Among these books are works by famed botanists E. Lucy Braun and Liberty Hyde Bailey (frontispieces from Hyde's Garden of Pinks and Garden of Larkspurs pictured).
The deadline is approaching to submit applications for 2022 Curtis Gates Lloyd Fellowships and Artists-in-Residence. The program provides stipends to support research at the Lloyd and requires a project at the end of the award period. For more information, click here.

Have you seen *Flourish* yet?

Our new *Flourish* exhibition brings together science, art and history. Discover how a royal Danish porcelain pattern, cash crops, and the screen printing and wallpaper of Lloyd Artist-in-Residence Melissa Haviland all fit into this fascinating exhibit. While you plan your visit, read more about the exhibit here.
The Lloyd Library will be closed Monday, October 11 for the federal holiday
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